Abstract-Deep learning models are widely used in object detection area, including combination of multiple non-linear data transformations. The objective is receiving brief and concise information for feature representations. Due to the high volume of processing data, object detection in videos has been faced with big challenges, such as mass calculation. To increase the object detection precision in videos, a hybrid method is proposed, in this paper. Some modifications are applied to auto encoder neural networks, for the compact and discriminative learning of object features. Furthermore, for object classification, firstly extracted features are transferred to a convolutional neural network, and after feature convolution with input pictures, they will be classified. The proposed method has two main advantages over other unsupervised feature learning techniques. Firstly, as it will be shown, features are detected with a much higher precision. Secondly, in the proposed method, the outcome is compact and additional unnecessary information is removed; while the existing unsupervised feature learning models mainly learn repeated and redundant information of the features. Experimental evaluation shows that precision of feature detection improved by 1.5% in average in compare with the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object detection is one of the most significant applications in computer vision [1] [2] [3] [4] . It is a difficult task, due to the remarkable amount of variation between images which belong to the same object category. Other factors, such as adverse viewpoint and scale, illumination, partial occlusions and multiple instances complicate object detection process further. In fact, it can be defined as the problem of finding positions of all concerned objects in an image. More specifically, the goal is to find the bounding box for each object [5] . One common approach is to use a sliding window to scan the image exhaustively in scale-space, and classify every window individually.
Most detectors are designed for static images as they are trained from a large collection of labeled examples. When images are taken from a video frame in different conditions, the detector's performance will decline abruptly. Due to the wide variety of different environments, a general classification that has been trained in a large dataset is desirable in a specific experimental environment. In general, creating a detector based on the appearance is time-consuming and difficult, because a large number of training samples should be collected and manually designed for different variations in the appearance of the object. Therefore, how to adapt a public detector to different visual conditions in a video is a challenging problem which needs more attention.
A lot of research [6] [7] [8] [9] have been reported in the aim of improving object detection in video frames. Several authors [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] proposed that simultaneously improve detecting detection by detecting. By using this detector, the detection precision will be greatly declined if the noisy detections are used directly as initial values of the trackers.
In this paper, a method has been introduced to improve the accuracy of detection results in a video in offline mode, without routing information or using annotation from the video. To this aim, firstly, the negative and positive samples are extracted using a primary detector on the video frames. All identified visual samples will be used to improve the detector for different video conditions. Since feature selection plays an important role in detection, the classical hand-made features such as HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients), SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) may not be fit enough for any kind of video. In a particular video, a method to display objects shares some of the same properties that can be used to separate them from non-objects. Consequently, unlike other suggested methods which are based on using hand-made features, the proposed technique extracts good features directly from the raw pixels of video. A modified auto encoder is utilized in the feature learning part, which tries to extract features with informative data by trying to learn raw pixels' features in a better way; where, the most important issues in object detection are feature learning and classification. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will discuss the related works; Section 3 will include details of the proposed method; In Section 4, exponential evaluation will be presented to compare the proposed method performance with state-of-the-art related works. Finally, conclusion will be given in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
Classifying objects and selecting appropriate box band are two fundamental challenges of any object detection method which has attracted many researchers to this field [15] . Yuan et al. proposed a discriminative learning method for multi-view object detection [3] . A decision tree related to the leaf node is created, in the discriminative patch training for every view with Hough method, which has high distinction. As a result, stable spatial distribution will be detected in every single tree. Afterwards, the discriminative patches are connected in different views to spread the correlation between two neighbor views. For the final detection, mean shift prediction of the sample is applied. Another object detection method is conducted for the robotic application as Lu et al. proposed an efficient deep network for object detection based on the vision [2] .
By using a camera ridded on a robot to take pictures, first, a layer which includes online convolution and offline optimization is used for efficient production of object boundary boxes. Then, a detection layer, including convolution neural network utilizing genetic algorithm with multiple populations and a multi-frame fusion method based on Tracking-learning-detection (TLD) is used. To select the appropriate box band for the objects in video, Zhong proposed a specific class semantic approach to rank the recommended objects [4] . Specially, it extracts features for each recommendation, including semantic segmentation, stereo and field detection based on the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to grades them using trained special class weights and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Many researchers have been proposed different algorithms for object detection by analyzing and mimicking the process of human brain. One of the related work is detection by tracking [16, 17] , which uses the trajectory information to help improving detection results. In addition, improved detection can be used backward to enhance tracking. Recently, with the new developed learning blocks based on artificial neural network, the bio-inspired methods have been explored extensively and have achieved significant success in many competitions in the area of speech [18] and object recognition [19] .
Several works [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] have been studied extraction useful features from images and videos, such as SIFT [23] and HOG [20] . They are designed to scale or rotate invariant by quantizing the edges into histogram bins. Most of the proposed featurelearning or deep-learning methods have been demonstrated implemented on the 1D audio-based speech recognition [18] or the 2D static image-based object recognition. Not many works have been done to solve the problems based on 3D video. As one of the reasons, since input of learning algorithm is usually the flattened images, when an image becomes larger, the input dimension will increase with the square of the image size (input dimension will be 1600). So, the number of weights which need to be learned in the network will also increase.
This method maintains the analysis of features which learned from the first-level input data. Duo provides a DPCA-SP2, which is an optimum projection matrix with diversity maximizing of Schatten p-norm based on the classes on the low-dimension feature space, to extract the features of the picture. Using Schatten p-norm and information label of the training samples, DPCA-SP2 cannot extract the distinct features efficiently. In this regard, feature extraction methods are being used on the face recognition applications. Yu et al. presented a feature extraction method in a multi-layer distinction in the high lighting [25] . First, large scale features are transformed to several layers of high lighting features in small scales as a non-linear combination and the weights related to every layer is set as its importance and efficiency. Another result from Yoo et al. provides a feature extraction in a high dimension feature space in order to improve the distinction capability for face recognition [24] .
In order to reduce the computational complexity, since the structure of the local information of a local dimension reduction is supervised, the distinction analysis of the symmetric linear discriminant is applied to high dimensional feature vector. In addition, previous works which have been done benefits from feature-learning or deep learning methods, including automatic extraction [29] , fusion system development [30] , Wavelet enhancement [31] , components categorization [32, 33] , and some surveys regarding segmentation and registration approaches [34, 35, and 36] .
In [37] Firat et al., randomly sampled patches from remote sensing images to train a single layer sparse-auto encoder, so that it can be used to learn the most efficient representation for the dataset. These representations are appeared to be as Gabor filters in various orientations and parameters, color co-occurrence and color filters and edge-detection filters. In [38] , Garcia et al., defined a novel face detection approach based on a convolutional neural architecture, to robustly detect highly variable face patterns, rotated up to ±20 degrees in image plane and turned up to ±60 degrees, in complex real world images.
Most of the methods for object detection are mainly designed and implemented based on a deep neural network. In [9] , a multistage method called Regions with Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNN) has been proposed for deep CNN training to categorize propositional areas for object detection.
Object detection originates in several stages including pretraining CNN, CNN fine tuning, SVM training, proposing bounding box and bounding box regression. In [39] , GoogLeNet was proposed as a 22-layer structure and the "inception" module to replace the CNN in R-CNN. Furthermore, to detect an issue to accelerate the training R-CNN, Fast R-CNN [9] is proposed. In the Faster R-CNN [7] , the proposed bounding box is generated by a regional proposal network (RPN), and therefore the entire framework can be trained in general. However, this method is used to detect objects in static images. If the mentioned methods apply to movies, they may lose some positive samples because the objects in each frame of the movies may not be in their best position.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this research, a novel learning feature method is proposed using deep neural network based on sparse autoencoder for object detection in videos. The proposed algorithm is described in two levels, in which the algorithm first learns a number of good and compressed features from raw data. Afterwards, uses the learned feature in classification and detection level for the purpose of detection. .This is also a rough model of how the biological eye (the retina) processes images. Specifically, as human eye perceives images, most adjacent "pixels" in the eye will perceive very similar values, since adjacent parts of an image tend to be highly correlated in intensity. It is thus wasteful for eye to transmit every pixel separately (via the optic nerve) to the brain. Instead, the retina performs a de-correlation operation which is similar to that performed by ZCA. This results in a less redundant representation of the input image, which is then transmitted to the brain. In the proposed algorithm, to reduce the pixel correlation, ZCA Whitening algorithm is used to make patch images available in the next phase for better learning.
Second step: Feature learning using modified auto encoder: An auto encoder neural network [40] is an unsupervised learning algorithm that applies back-propagation, setting the target values to be equal to the inputs, i.e., it uses 
Fig. 2. A model of Auto Encoder
Where x is similar to x . The identity function seems to be a trivial function trying to learn, but by placing constraints on the network, such as limiting the number of hidden units, an interesting structure about the data can be discovered. In this research, to learn features from patch images, the auto-encoders try to reconstruct the data by minimizing the following loss function: Z is a regularization function. Afterwards, the lost function for the next level is defined as follows: , an average classification loss is computed by a discriminative objective function. The loss function is considered as a performance measure; moreover, an optimization problem is stated as:
Where: 
B. Feature learning high levels
High-level feature learning to detect objects includes two stages: Convolutional Neural Network and Max-Pooling. At the first level, confident labeled images are sampled, which is used to learn the feature W . Local edges or color information are obtained by each feature in first level. Nevertheless, it is expected to learn complex features by which the conjunction of edges may be captured. A CNN architecture [28] , which uses auto encoders as sub-units, is employed to learn the higher-level features. Afterwards, the max pooling is carried out over a certain neighborhood. Thus, local patches from locally-invariant multidimensional feature maps may be extracted and fed to another level implemented by auto encoders. The overall structure of a CNN with Max-Pooling is shown in Fig. 3 . In this paper, a CNN with a hierarchical structure as shown in Fig. 3 is used. Weight sharing can significantly reduce the number of CNN free parameters of the network and thus increase the generalization of the training. Using a smaller educable and segmented network to solve a complex problem provides a scalable architecture to implement a large network. The proposed structure reduces training time and the number of educable parameters while at the same time, it increases the accuracy. Each convolutional filter of a CNN produces a matrix of hidden variables. The size of this matrix is often reduced using some form of pooling's.
C. Feature Classification
Features have been fully represented, and in this part, obtained features are given to an RBF-SVM classifier algorithm to learn a safe margin. Non-linear support vector machines create a way for non-linear classification by applying the kernel trick to maximum-margin hyper planes. The resulted algorithm is formally similar, except that every dot product is replaced by a non-linear kernel function. This allows the algorithm to fit the maximum-margin hyper plane in a transformed feature space. The transformation may be non-linear and the transformed space high dimensional; thus, though the classifier is a hyper plane in the high-dimensional feature space, it may be non-linear in the original input space. RBF-SVM classifier which is used in this paper yields better results. [41] , INRIA Dataset [20] and TownCenter [42] for human detection. The dataset was annotated manually. In all the sequences, only the detector scores are used; however, the tracking results or any annotation from the video is not considered. More human objects are considered in the experiments, which results in higher precision recall curve. Detection is classified into two groups: first, with positive samples and then with negative samples. All the samples are resized to 128*64 pixels. Three feature levels are learnt to represent the images. 8*8 pixel wise patches from the input image are employed to learn the first two levels.
At each level, the quantity of filters is assumed NumberFeature = 400; moreover, the subspace size is considered to be 16. As a result, at each level, the quantity of feature maps is 100. The human detection performance is used to test the proposed method. To select the value of V learning from the low level feature learning part, the value of V is selected equal 0.5 with different values at the end, which shows the best average precision. Fig. 4 shows average precision from different runs. [15] results, the blue curve shows [43] and the green curve shows the proposed results from implementation on PNNL Parking Lot dataset. The average precision is listed in the third row of Table 1 . As an advantage of the proposed method, it learns features in a compact way from the data itself, rather than using a mixture of handdesigned features. Dataset is divided into two categories of training and testing. In this research, as other works, the number of samples is set to 1,000, and average precision is reported in Table 2 . Fig. 6 . The precision-recall curve of three human detection TownCenter dataset Table 3 The average precision of various methods for TownCenter dataset TownCenter dataset Methods 86.9 Reference [15] 92.1 HOG [20] 96.7 Reference [43] 97.5 Proposed method
The recall and precision curve graph is achieved that recallprecision curves are showed in the Fig. 6 . The red curve shows the standard detector [15] and the blue curve represents the reference [43] and the green curve shows the outcome. By reviewing the call-precision curve result, it can be seen that if in a TownCenter, precision is low, there will be a call curve drop as well. Since a non-object, as an object is a few like PNNL data set and this amount is obtained by changing λ parameters and radial basis function in the RBF-SVM classifier. λ in the TownCenter dataset is considered as almost 0.002 to 0.07 randomly and the radial basis functions as 1 to 5 by 0.30 periods. The mean precision of the TownCenter dataset is reported in the Table 3 , in which the proposed method is compared with HOG feature manual design and some other methods.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of object detection in a video is studied. Due to lack of better learning features for video analysis in object detection problems, a hierarchical representation method is presented using a deep learning. The proposed method consists of two low and high levels. In low level section, it has been tried to learn feature hierarchies from the raw pixels directly, followed in high level section extracted feature applied to CNN for object detection. RBF-SVM is used as a classification phase. The goal of proposed method is to learn features in a hierarchical fashion. Automatic learning of the features in hierarchy way, results in a system with complex function map inputs to learn output data directly and independent of the features of the handdesign. The results of extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The future work will be research on finding the exact algorithm for extracting feature such as ResNet.
